Abstract. According to the difficult in selecting parameter of SVM when modeling on the gas quantitative analysis,and existing methods need long time,SVM optimized by improved grid search method was proposed to built an infrared spectrum quantitative analysis of gas.According to this method,the spectrum data of CO 2 is optimized.The kernel function leads SVM and calculate the concentration.By using improved grid search, quantitatively analyzed 18 different concentrations of CO 2 in the range between 1%~25%. The experiment results show that this method gets c=1,g=1,cvMSE=0.00413.And the prediction error is less than 4%, in line with national standards for exhaust emissions.
Introduction
Auto exhausted emission has become an important factor of environmental pollution,the pollution gases of exhausted emission are mainly CO, NO, CO 2 , HC compounds and so on. CO 2 is a greenhouse gas, excess emissions will seriously affect our living environment. To control the automobile vehicle emissions, it must be started with the sources of pollution and enhance the detection and control of motor vehicle exhaust emissions. The demand of stable and accurate gas analytical systems has become very urgent.In the quantitative analysis of CO 2 , infrared absorption is the main analysis method .But due to the factors of aging sensor components,the change of temperature and power supply voltage fluctuation,leads to the measurement accurancy is not high. This paper is based on SVM[1] [2] in the concentration range of 1%~25% of 18 samples in CO 2 gas for quantitative analysis, and in the selected issues of SVM parameters, in order to reduce the average relative error further in quantitative analysis ,reduce the optimization time and get the best parameter combination, the improved grid parameters optimization method is put forword and the optimal prediction model is set up.
Theory of SVM
In this paper, we take a known concentration of CO 2 gas samples as the training set of,
is L spectral datas within the scanning range of the wavelength, R y i  is the concentration of tested CO 2 gas, i=1,2,..,N. In the highdimensional space, the regression function ( ) i f x of spectrum needed to solve and the concentration of CO 2 gas can be expressed as follows:
is the inner product of and ( )
According to SRM, the formula (1) is converted to a convex quadratic programmin problem:
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And the regression function of SVM regression model is:
 is not zero, indicates that this sample is the support vector.
Commonly used kernel functions have linear kernel, polynomial kernel function, radial basis (RBF) kernel function, Sigmoid Kernel. Because of Gauss function can nicely simulate a spectrum signal, so we select of RBF kernel function [3] in this paper.
The improved grid search method
The estiblishment of SVM regression model need to optimize the parameters,and the main parameters are c and g.First of all, a long step cursory search is used in a large range , thus a group of c and g of the highest accuracy of classification is selected.After the local optimal parameters are found and an inter cell in the vicinity of the set of parameters selected.As the second fine search,the small step of traditional method is used to find the final optimal parameters.The concrete optimizing procession can be expressed as shown in Figure 1 .
Experiment and Analysis
In this paper, CO 2 concentration is detected by the application of nondispersive infrared method (NDIR).It could rapidly measure the concentration of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon in the emission exhaust at the same time.The infrared light which is modulated by MCU go through a certain length of the gas chamber, which is filled with CO 2 gas concentration measured.
After a specific wavelength light source through the gas,due to the CO 2 's absorption of infrared energy in the appointed wavelength of infrared band , after the light passes through, in the corresponding line of the light intensity attenuation will occur, the infrared energy will be reduced, the probe detects the remaining light intensity and converts into electrical signals, amplified and filtered as model input . Fig.1 The flow chart of improved grid search optimization Principle of the test system is shown in Figure 2 : Fig.2 The NDIR test system schematic Standard concentration between 1% ~ 25% of the 18 groups of CO 2 gas as the experimental sample gas, the concentration of the standard were normalized, that is the desired output of the model. Model needs to find the optimal penalty parameter c and RBF kernel parameter g, In this paper, we apply a method of grid search to optimize parameter. The basic principle of grid search method is to make c and g meshing and through all points in the grid in a certain range and get values, for given c and g, calculate the accuracy of classification of training set taking advantage of K-CV [4] under this group c and g, and ultimately taking c and g that make the highest classification accuracy of the training set as the best parameters.
Model needs to find the optimal penalty parameter c and RBF kernel parameter g. In this paper, we apply a method of grid search [5] to optimize parameter. The results are shown in Figure 3 .
Well selected optimal parameter combination (c, g),the SVM regression model can be established for standard sample data, so that you can treat the measured gas sample regression analysis. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the method of grid search is applied to optimize SVM parameters, and quantitatively analyze the concentration range of 1% ~ 25% of the standard CO 2 gas, with advantages of fast convergence and high model prediction accuracy. Absolute error of simulation models is less than 4%, in line with national testing standards on emissions and completely meet the actual demand of gas measurement. Therefore, method of grid search combined with SVM has a certain potential for development and mining space in gas quantitative analysis modeling in the infrared spectrum of CO 2 gas.
